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        A new scramjet engine model has been developed to support hypersonic vehicle design 
studies and flight dynamics and control system analysis. This paper explains the 
methodology and the governing equations for the new propulsion system model that is 
suitable for use with a control oriented dynamic model of a hypersonic vehicle. Previous 
propulsion models used for this purpose were based on simple Rayleigh flow for the 
combustion process, but despite this, captured the propulsion system interactions with the 
vehicle aerodynamics and structural dynamics. A new, higher fidelity propulsion system 
model is constructed that simulates numerous phenomena that were neglected in the 
Rayleigh flow approach. The new model is of higher fidelity, and therefore it is not designed 
to calculate the flow physics on a timescale that is suitable for dynamics and control 
simulations. Instead it will be used as a truth model and the starting point for the derivation 
of a reduced-order model. Specific phenomena that are included in the new model are: a 
pre-combustion shock train within the isolator and its interactions with the combustor, the 
loss of stagnation pressure due to gas dissociation and recombination, wall heat transfer and 
skin friction, a fuel-air mixing submodel, and  a finite-rate chemistry and autoignition 
reaction mechanism.  It is shown that the new propulsion system model expands the 
operability envelope as compared to the previous model by accommodating ramjet 
combustion, which occurs at high supersonic/low hypersonic flight Mach numbers. 
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Nomenclature 

 
A = engine duct area  p = static pressure  Greek symbols  
cp = heat capacity   p0 = stagnation pressure  α = vehicle angle of attack 
Cf = friction coefficient  Pr = Prandtl number  β = bow shock angle 
C  = concentration (mol/cc) PW = duct perimeter  ε = fuel direction parameter 
d  = fuel injector diameter  Q = combustion kJ/sec  γ = ratio of specific heats   
D = engine hydraulic diameter r = radial distance   φ = fuel-air equivalence ratio 
f = fuel jet mixture fraction R = fuel jet radius  ρ = gas density 
hi = enthalpy/mass, species I Ru = gas constant    ξ = normalized jet concentration 
ho

fi = heat of formation/mass T = static temperature  ω  = volumetric reaction rate 
h0,s = total sensible enthalpy T0 = stagnation temp      
hRP = heat of reaction/mass Taw = adiabatic wall temp  Subscripts 
kf  = reaction rate coefficient  Tw = wall temperature  A = air   
Lm = mixing length   U = gas velocity   c  = fuel jet centerline 
M = Mach number   x = streamwise distance  F  = fuel 
m = total mass /sec    Xi = mole fraction ith species NP = no pre-combustion shock  
mi,added = mass/sec added  Yi = mass fraction ith species R = rich flammability limit  
MW = molecular weight      s  = stoichiometric 
        ∞ = free stream  
                                                                           

I. Introduction 
 

Recently there have been efforts to develop a model [1] of a generic air-breathing hypersonic 
vehicle that is based on first principles;  the vehicle is shown in in Figure 1.  The purpose of these efforts 
has been to develop a modeling environment that can be used by both aircraft conceptual designers and 
flight dynamics and control engineers to help understand the physical manifestation of the complex 
interactions between the aerothermodynamics, propulsion system, control system, and structural dynamics 
that are expected to occur in full-scale scramjet-powered hypersonic vehicle configurations. Such a 
modeling environment will allow flight control engineers to obtain a fundamental understanding of the 
effects of these interactions on the open-loop dynamics of the system, and enable rapid exploration of the 
configuration design-space to enhance the controllability of the vehicle.  

 
For example, the vehicle configuration might be modified by the addition of a new control effector 

or by making a change to the outer mold line that results in improved controllability. The philosophy of this 
modeling effort is such that the aerodynamics forces and moments are not stored in look-up tables, but 
instead are calculated at each time step of a simulation, given the actuation of the controls and the current  
 

                                                        
 
         Figure 1. Artist’s Concept of an Air-breathing Hypersonic Vehicle 
 

state of the vehicle. In the original vehicle model [1] it was assumed that the airflow over the vehicle was 2-
D, inviscid and quasi-steady. This assumption allowed the use oblique-shock theory and Prandtl-Meyer 
flow to determine the pressure distribution on the vehicle. However, a drawback of this approach was that 
there was no means by which one could calculate the aerodynamic damping derivatives or the unsteady 
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aerodynamic forces and moments due to the vehicle flexing. Also, the aerodynamic model ignored 
significant viscous effects that affect the drag and pitch dynamics of such vehicles. Many other 
shortcomings in the original model were identified, and as a result, there has been a significant effort to 
incrementally add complexity and fidelity. For example, to remedy the lack of damping derivatives, linear 
piston theory has been utilized to capture the unsteady components of the flow field [2, 3]. Because the 
original model assumed inviscid flow, an analytical skin friction model using Eckert’s reference 
temperature method has been incorporated into the model [4] to give more realistic drag estimates. 
Additionally, changes have been made to the aeroelastic model to improve the estimation of the mode 
shapes and frequencies of the structural dynamics [5, 6].  The initial structural model was limited because it 
could only approximate the first mode shape of the structure, and it was difficult to capture mass and 
temperature effects on the mode shapes of the vehicle. By utilizing the assumed modes method [5, 6] one 
may now calculate any desired number of frequencies and mode shapes for the vehicle.  
 
       The propulsion system model used in Reference [1] was the one developed by Chavez and Schmidt 
[7]. A similar approach was used by Tarpley and Lewis [8].  The engine flow path is shown in Figure 2. It 
consists of a diffuser, a constant area combustor, and a nozzle. It was assumed that the diffuser and the 
nozzle were perfectly isentropic, and the combustion process was modeled as a change in total temperature, 
which in turn was a function of the equivalence ratio. This previous model used the pressure and 
temperature computed downstream of the oblique shock as the engine entrance boundary conditions.  For a 
specified equivalence ratio, mass flow is calculated as a function of angle-of-attack and Mach number to 
determine the thrust. While this approach gives the correct qualitative thrust relationship as a function of 
Mach number, altitude, angle-of-attack, and equivalence ratio, in some parts of the flight envelope the 
combustor thermally chokes at very low equivalence ratios, which unrealistically limits the performance of 
the vehicle. Therefore, the motivation behind this paper is to better estimate a thrust and engine operability 
over a wider range of flight conditions, including ramjet to scramjet mode transition.  
 
       The new model of the combustor section is similar to previous analyses of heat addition to a variable 
area duct which were originally discussed by Shapiro [9].  More recently, O’Brien, Starkey, and Lewis 
[10], Starkey [11], Birzer and Doolan [12], and Tetlow and Doolan [13] have constructed propulsion 
system models of varying fidelity to support hypersonic vehicle design studies. The present work extends 
the previous models by including rigorous models of the fuel-air mixing of a jet in a cross flow and the 
combustor-isolator interactions that determine the strength of the pre-combustion shock train. The mixing 
model is based on recent experiments of jets mixing in supersonic cross flows. The 18 step finite-rate 
chemistry mechanism of Zambon and Chelliah [14] was added to account for the use of either ethylene,  
  

                   
 

Figure 2. Engine flowpath used in Reference [1] 
 
hydrogen or methane fuel. The finite-rate chemistry mechanism has been carefully validated in Ref. 14 for 
high temperature reactants that are in the autoignition regime. Gas dissociation and variable heat capacity 
are included to model the stagnation temperature loss that occurs due to dissociation.  Some of this loss can 
be recovered in the nozzle provided that there is sufficient time for recombination.  Wall heat transfer and 
skin friction effects also are included. This paper is divided into five sections that describe the combustion 
process, fuel-air mixing, chemical kinetics, the combustor-isolator interaction [15], and dissociation across 
shock waves [16]. In the section on the combustor-isolator interaction, a method is described to compute 
stagnation pressure losses across the pre-combustor shock train in the isolator. 
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II.  Model of the Combustor Section 
 

 
 

                    
 
 

Figure 3.  Schematic of Dual-Mode Scramjet Engine With Stations 1-5 Labeled. 
 

 
The combustor section shown in Fig. 3 consists of two parts: a nearly constant area burner (3-4) 

into which the mass flow rate of fuel injected is ,  followed by a diverging area burner (4-5) into which 
the fuel injected is  , .  For reasons described in Ref. 15, during ramjet operation fuel must be injected 
into both burners, while for scramjet operation no fuel is injected into the diverging burner. The 1-D model 
of the combustor is based on the following well-established conservation equations.   
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Equations 1-3, 6 and 7 express the conservation of mass, momentum, energy, mass fraction (Yi) of the i-th 
species, and an equation of state [9, 10]. They are written in the manner that is consistent with O’Brien et 
al. [10]. Equation 4 defines the molecular weight of the mixture, and Eq. 8 defines ω  , which is volumetric 
reaction rate of the i-th species (in moles/second/m3).  The right side of Eq. 5 contains the mass per second 
of fluid added through the sidewalls;  for all cases considered this added mass is the fuel.   
 

bow       internal       isolator    const area   diverging     external 
shock        inlet burner      burner         nozzle

∞ 1                     2                      3                      4                    5                     e
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Equations 1-8 represent (6 + 2N) equations for the (6 + 2N) unknowns (ρ, U, p, , T, , Yi and 
ω ).  N is the number of species in the reacting gas mixture which is 22. Equations 1-8 contain a number of 
terms that are now described.  First consider the energy equation for the specific case when no fuel mass is 
added through the sidewalls ( ,  = 0). Refs. 8 and 9 explain that the energy equation is: 

 

   ‐  2      –  

Pr2/3   
       (9) 

 
The heat transfer coefficient (CH) does not appear because the heat loss to the wall instead is written in 
terms of the skin friction coefficient Cf, which is proportional to CH because of the Reynolds analogy:  
 
                                                 /  2         (10) 
 
The following equations define the stagnation enthalpy/mass (h0), the static enthalpy/mass (h) and the static 
enthalpy/mass of the i-th species (hi).  
 
                      /2            ∑      
 

        ,       ,            (11)  
 
The heat of formation of the i-th specie is ho

f,i .  Inserting Eqs. 11 into Eq. 9, the left side of Eq. 9 becomes: 
 
 
                    ∑      ∑                ∑   ,    ∑        
 
                ∑            (12a) 
 
The heat capacity of the gas mixture (22 species) is defined as: 
 
       ∑ ,              (12b) 
    
It is seen that the final energy equation (Eq. 6) is obtained by equating Eqs. 9 and 12a  for the specific case 
of no mass addition.  The heat that is liberated by combustion is determined by the values of the heat of 
formation ( , ) terms in Eq. 11. Similarly, when the gas dissociates (or recombines), these same heat of 
formation terms properly create the correct change in the stagnation temperature.   When fuel mass is added 
through the sidewalls the two additional terms in the square brackets in Eq. 6 must be included, as 
explained by the derivation found in Ref. 10.   Note that these two terms in square brackets in Eq. 6 sum to 
zero if the enthalpy/mass added by the fuel equals the enthalpy/mass of the main gas mixture, as expected.  
When fuel mass is added, Ref. 10 shows that the effective heat capacity of the gas mixture is slightly 
modified, such that the quantity: 
 
  ̂              ∑ ,   ,           (13) 
       
appears on the right side of Eq. 6. The second term on the right side of Eq. 13 is only a minor modification 
to the heat capacity, since the added mass flow rate is typically less than 3% of the total mass flow rate. The 
Mach number M in Eq. 2 is defined as U/(γRT)1/2 and the gas constant R is Ru/  where Ru is the 
universal gas constant.   The quantities that must be provided to the model (as a function of the downstream 
coordinate x) include:  

a) the flow area (A),  
b) the mass of the i-th fuel species that is added ( , ), from the mixing submodel, 
c) the reaction rate of the i-th species (ω ), from the chemical kinetics submodel,  
d) the wall skin friction coefficient (Cf), and  
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e) the hydraulic diameter (D) which is defined to be (4A/Pw);  Pw is the wetted perimeter of the duct.   
f) The parameter (ε) is either unity or zero if the mass added is in the direction of the flow or is 

perpendicular to the flow, respectively.  
  

 
III.  Model of the Fuel-Air Mixing 

 
Fuel-air mixing is an important process that affects the engine thrust;  the thrust is reduced if not 

all of the fuel mixes in the short time that fluid elements remain in the combustor.  Fuel-air mixing is 
characterized by the term (d  /dx)added that appears on the right side of Eq. 5.  The quantity  in this term 
is the added mass/second of fuel that is molecularly mixed with the air; it is not simply the mass/second of 
fuel that enters the air stream.  Fuel begins to become molecularly mixed at the fuel injection port, but 
molecularly-mixed fuel continues to be added to the air for a distance Lm downstream of the fuel injection 
port.  Lm is defined to be the mixing distance required to mix the fuel and air to the rich flammability limit. 
After this mixing is completed, the second step in the combustion process occurs when the chemical 
kinetics that are associated with autoignition begin to consume the fuel. 

      
A mixing model is required to determine (d  /dx)added.  A deficiency of many previous engine 

models is that they rely on outdated mixing data, and unfortunately the representation of the mixing process 
is often the weakest link of an entire engine model.  To alleviate this potential problem, the present 
approach is based on modern mixing theory and on mixing data recently obtained with laser imaging 
diagnostics.  First it is assumed that fuel is injected in a sidewall jet that is perpendicular to the supersonic 
air cross-stream. (d  /dx)added is given by: 

 
                         F

 
     ρ U YF dA

 
A         (14) 

 
The integral in Eq. 14 is the mass per second of fuel that passes through the area A*. We define A* to be 
the grey annular region on each of the vertical planes shown in Fig. 4b.   Within this annular region A* the 
value of the fuel mass fraction YF lies between the rich and the lean flammability limits. Thus “mixed” 
fluid is defined to be fluid has a value of YF that is in the flammable range.   
      

                            
Figure 4. Schematic of the Fuel-AirMixing Process Considered.  Grey region in (b)  is A*;  it represents 
area through which the fuel mass fraction Yf has been mixed to a value below the rich flammability limit. 

 
Smith and Mungal [17] have measured the profiles of YF within a jet injected into a transverse air flow, and 
Hasselbrink and Mungal [18] showed that there is approximate self-similarity to the scalar and velocity 
fields.  They show that it is possible to simplify Eq. 14 to be:   

(a)

(b)

MIXING LENGTH  Lm

YF YFYF

yyy

grey region = area A* = fluid mixed to fuel mass fraction 
YF < rich flam. limit 

rich 
flammability
limit

AIR

FUEL

X

R

MIXING LENGTH  Lm
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                                  F

 
    B  ρ  U  YF,  R       (15) 

 
The subscript c refers to properties on the jet centerline, which is the curved dashed line in Fig. 4a.  R(x) is 
the radius of the jet, and it is identified in Fig. 4a.  In Ref. 18 it is reported that R is equal to 0.10 x.  The 
quantity B is given by: 
 
                                          B      ρ

ρ

U
  U  

  2 π 
R
 
R

/R
/R        (16) 

 
The limits r2 and r1 correspond to locations of the rich and lean flammability limits, respectively. 
Measurements in Refs. 17 and 18 show that the jet flow in a transverse air stream is approximately self-
similar, so the integrand in Eq.16 is the product of three nearly Gaussian functions of (r/R).  Inserting these 
Gaussian functions into Eq. 16  it follows that:  
 
   B  =  function (YF2,  YF1,  YF,c

 )     (17) 
 
YF2 and YF1 are the known fuel mass fractions at the rich and lean flammability limits, respectively. The 
remaining three unknowns in Eqs. 16 and 17 now are represented in terms of a single unknown:  the 
mixture fraction along the jet centerline (fc).  Mixture fraction is a conserved scalar and it is defined to be 
the mass fraction of hydrogen atoms, which may exist within H2, H2O, OH or other molecules [19].  The 
gas density and fuel mass fraction along the jet centerline are given by mixture fraction concepts [19] to be: 
   

              ρ         Δ      for fuel rich conditions  fc > fs  (18) 
 

                            ρ           Δ                   for fuel lean conditions  fc < fs  (19) 
 
                                             (20) 
 
             γ      0.8333 /        (21) 
      
                      ρ     0.6339    /          (22) 
 
                                  ,            (23) 
 

The fuel port is choked, so UF is the sonic velocity of the fuel and ρF is the sonic density. The fuel 
stagnation pressure p0F and stagnation temperature T0F must be specified. RN2 is the gas constant for 
nitrogen and UF is the fuel jet velocity.  TA is the static temperature of air entering the jet, TF is the initial 
temperature of the fuel, and ΔT is the temperature increment that would be added to the air temperature by 
stoichiometric, 100% completed combustion.  ΔT is 2065 K for hydrogen-air reactants and is 1910 K for 
ethylene-air reactants. The stoichiometric mixture fraction (fs) is 0.029 for hydrogen-air reactants, and is 
0.068 for ethylene-air reactants. To close the problem, a measured scaling relation for centerline mixture 
fraction fc is required.  It is known from dimensional arguments that fc must depend on the parameters 
(UF/UA), (ρF/ρA) and (x/d), where UA is the air velocity and d is the fuel port diameter. Planar laser induced 
fluorescence of acetone seeded into a nonreacting jet in a cross flow was used [17, 18] to measure the 
normalized jet fluid concentration (ξc) to be:  
    
                                   ξ   0.85  /     ρ

ρ
/    U

U
/       (24) 

 
The relationship between mixture fraction and normalized jet fluid concentration is:  
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                                   ξ  
ξ       1‐  ξ  

       (25) 

 
MWF is the molecular weight of the fuel. The above set of algebraic equations (Eqs. 15-25) provide values 
of (d /dx)added as a function of x, which is input into Eq. 5.  In addition, the equations make it possible to 
compute the mixing distance Lm, which is the distance between the fuel injector and the location where the 
fuel-air mixture is mixed to the rich flammability limit.  To determine Lm Eq. 24 is employed,  ξc is set 
equal to ξR, the fuel mole fraction at the rich flammability limit.  Then x is set equal to Lm.  Rearranging the 
resulting equation yields the following normalized mixing length (i.e., the distance required to mix the fuel 
to the rich flammability limit on the centerline of a jet in a transverse air flow):  
 

                                         0.85
ξ

/
  ρ

ρ

/
  U

U

/
        (26) 

 
This general approach has been verified for subsonic flames [20-24] and by supersonic transverse jet 
mixing experiments [25-27].  Eq. 26 indicates that increasing the air velocity (UA) causes the flame to bend 
more in the air flow direction, which increases Lm.  Increasing the fuel velocity UF sufficiently will cause 
the flame in Fig. 4 to be nearly vertical, so its length Lm in the air flow direction will be small.  \ 
 
 

IV.  Finite-Rate Chemistry of Hydrogen, Ethylene, or Methane Fuels 
 
 After the fuel and air have mixed to the rich flammability limit, autoignition will occur at the 
temperatures that are associated with scramjet engines.  If the finite-rate chemistry is too slow, not all of the 
fuel will burn, even though it has been molecularly mixed.  The finite-rate chemistry continues throughout 
the exhaust nozzle, where some recombination will occur.  The finite-rate chemistry enters the conservation 
equations due to the volumetric reaction rate ω , which is defined by Eq. 8 and appears in Eq. 7.  To  

  
 

      18 Chemical Reactions:       22 Species Considered:  
 
 I   C2H4 +H=CH3 + CH2    C3H5, C3H6 ,  
 II   C3H5 +H2 =C3H6 +H    C2H2, C2H3, C2H4,C2H6,  
 III   C2H4 +CH3 =C3H6 + H    CO, CO2,CH2, CH3, CH4, 
 IV   C2H3 +H2 =CH3 + CH2    CH2O,CH2CO,CH3O,   
 V   C2H6 =2CH3     H2, H2O, H, HO2, H2O2,  
 VI   CH4 =CH3 + H     O2, O, OH  
 VII   C2H2 +H2 =2CH2  
 VIII  CH3 =CH2 + H  
 IX   CH2O +H2 =CH2 + H2O  
 X   CH2CO=CH2 + CO  
 XI   CO + 2H2 +O=CH2 + 2H+O2 
 XII   CO2 =CO+ O  
 XIII  H2O2 =2OH  
 XIV  HO2 =O2 + H  
 XV   H2 =2H  
 XVI  H2O+ H=H2 +OH  
 XVII  H+OH=H2 +O  
 XVIII  O +OH=O2 +H  
   ____________________________________________________________________________ 
 Table 1.  Chemical Kinetics Mechanism of Zambon and Chelliah [13] Incorporated 
            into the Scramjet Engine Analysis.  
 
evaluate ω , the reduced chemical mechanism of Zambon and Chelliah [14] was used.  It simulates the 
kinetics for three possible fuels that are burning in air:  ethylene (C2H4), hydrogen (H2) and methane (CH4).  
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It has been validated against experimental data that describes ignition, flame propagation and extinction for 
a wide range of equivalence ratios, temperatures and pressures. The 18 reactions and 22 species in the 
kinetics mechanism are listed in Table 1. The chemical mechanism in Table 1 consists of a FORTRAN 
code that is imbedded within the MATLAB propulsion code.   
 
 The flow equations (1-8) are solved by using the built-in integration capacity of MATLAB. For 
computer implementation, the equations are combined by using elimination of variables, so that each flow 
quantity (p, T, ρ,  (MW) , Y, etc.) can be found using an explicit equation, rather than a matrix inversion, 
which could be time-consuming in some cases. The combustor entrance conditions  (U,T, p, and Yi) are 
computed from the flight conditions and the bow shock/inlet relations. The mass added profile, is 
determined from the mixing analysis, and the area profile A(x) is given. This results in a set of equations in 
which all quantities can be determined if the equations are solved in order. The differential equations are 
solved using the MATLAB ODE23TB algorithm. This solver is chosen because it had the best performance 
(measured in running time) compared to the other available solvers, and because it has the option of 
preventing the integrands from taking negative values, which is a realistic requirement for this particular 
problem. It was necessary to choose a solver capable of efficiently handling stiff equations, since there can 
be large differences in the rates of change of the combustion reaction processes compared to that of state 
variables. 
 
  The 22 species considered in the finite rate reaction mechanism are listed in Table 1; they are 
typical combustion products.   The thermodynamic properties of these 22 species are tabulated in Chemkin. 
For example, the heat capacity of each of the 22 species is represented as a polynomial function of gas 
temperature, and the coefficients of each term is stored in the Chemkin data base.  Also stored is the 
enthalpy of formation of each species, which is used to compute the heat released by combustion and the 
enthalpy recovered during recombination. The chemical reaction rates are determined using the method of 
Zambon and Chelliah [14] in a separate FORTRAN code, which interfaces with MATLAB as a MEX file. 
The chemical kinetics subroutine takes the input values of the concentrations of species and outputs a rate 
of change of each concentration, which is transferred back to the MATLAB code. 
 
 
 

V.   Model of the Isolator Section and the Combustor-Isolator Interaction 
 

 
V.1  The Pre-Combustion Shock Train in Ram and Scram Modes 
 

To correctly compute the engine thrust, it is important to determine the stagnation pressure loss across 
the Pre-Combustion Shock Train (PCST) that will exist in the isolator under certain conditions.  The 
boundary conditions that govern the strength of the PCST are different in the ram and the scram modes.  
Figure 5 illustrates the flow field that has been observed [15, 28-39]  for three modes:  ram, early scram and 
late scram modes.  Consider a dual-mode engine accelerated from Moo of  3 to 12, with the fuel flow rate 
and air mass flow rates held approximately constant.  In the ram mode Fig. 5a indicates that the isolator 
entrance Mach number may be 2.0 and a strong PCST reduces the Mach number to 0.6.  Heat is added in 
both the constant area and the diverging area sections until it thermally chokes the flow.  In the ram mode 
the shock waves create an adverse pressure gradient in the isolator, and cause the boundary layer to be 
separated.  However, there is a favorable pressure gradient in the combustor since in the flow direction the 
Mach number increases and the static pressure decreases.  Therefore it is expected that the boundary layer 
will reattach at the end of the isolator and remain attached in the combustor during ram mode.  

 
As the vehicle accelerates, the engine inlet Mach number and T0oo increase, and Fig. 5b shows that in 

the Early Scram Mode the Mach number remains supersonic.  The strength of the PCST weakens, but there 
is believed to be an adverse pressure gradient in the combustor, because in the x-direction the Mach 
number decreases and the static pressure increases.  Heiser and Pratt [15] explain that constant pressure 
combustion is expected to occur during the early scram mode because the separated boundary layer creates 
a new effective wall shape.  As drawn in Fig. 5b, the separated boundary layer is getting thinner in the 
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downstream direction so in the x-direction the effective flow area is increasing which tends to cause the 
static pressure to decrease.  This decrease is offset by the increase in static pressure due to heat addition.  
The thermal choking boundary condition no longer applies in the scram mode. Figure 5c indicates that 
further acceleration leads to the disappearance of the PCST, as explained in Ref. 15.   

 

 
 
 

Figure 5.  Schematic of Isolator Pre-Combustion Shock Train for Ram, Early Scram and Late Scram Modes 
 
         
 
The profiles of Mach number and static pressure through the engine are sketched in Fig. 6 for the Ram-to-
Scram transition that occurs during vehicle acceleration. The three modes (ram, early scram, and late 
scram) are marked.  Note that the ram mode has choked flow at the end of the heat addition process.  The 
early scram mode is characterized by constant pressure heat addition, so the curves in Fig. 6b labeled early 
scram are horizontal between stations 3 and 4.  The late scram mode is characterized by no PCST, so the 
curves in Fig. 6b labeled late scram are horizontal between stations 2 and 3.  
 
     One method to calculate the strength of the PCST in the isolator is to use the empirical curves of Billig 
et al. [29, 30].  While Billig’s empirical method is not used in this work,  the results of Billig are presented 
in Figs. 7 and 8 for comparison.  Fig. 7 predicts that if heat is continuously added to an engine that is not 
accelerating (the engine inlet Mach number is fixed at 2.5), then the PCST will become stronger.  Consider 
the leftmost curve in Fig. 7 marked A4/A3 = 1.0.  If no heat is added the flow remains supersonic and p3/p2 
is 1.0 in this scram mode.  As more heat is added the PCST becomes stronger (p3/p2 increases) and there is 
a transition to ram mode.   Figure 8 displays Billig’s empirical result for the computed strength of PCST, in 
terms of vehicle flight Mach number and equivalence ratio.  The upper curve in Fig. 8 indicates that for a 
fixed equivalence ratio of 1.0 the strength of the PCST decreases as the vehicle accelerates from ram to 
early scram to late scram modes.  This trend in Fig. 8 is consistent with the pressures in Fig. 6b that occur 
in the scram mode, while the right portion corresponds to large values of heat addition that occur in the ram 
mode. 
 
 

heat added

Moo = 3                 M2 = 2.0              M3 = 0.6              M = 1

a) Ram mode:   strong PCST, no separation in combustor, choked

Moo = 5                 M2 = 2.5              M3 = 1.7             Mmin = 1.2

b) Early scram mode: weak PCST, separation in combustor, not choked

Moo = 12                 M2 = 3.0          M3 = 3.0               Mmin = 2.0

c) Late scram mode: no PCST, not choked

Ram - to - Scram Transition 
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Figure 6.  Profiles of Mach Number and Static Pressure for ram, early scram and late scram modes. 
            
 

     
 
Figure 7. Billig’s Empirical Formulas for Strength (p3/p2) of the PCST in the isolator [29, 30] for a 
combustor entrance Mach number of 2.5.  The plot is for comparison purposes and was not used in the 
proposed propulsion model.   The left portion of each curve corresponds to small values of heat addition  
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Figure 8.  Billig’s Empirical Formulas for Strength of PCST, in terms of vehicle flight Mach number and 
Equivalence Ratio [29].  The plot is for comparison and was not used in the proposed propulsion model.    
 
 
V2.   Method to Compute Strength of Pre-Combustion Shock Train 
 
       Three methods have been used in the past to compute the strength of the PCST: the empirical method 
of Billig et al. [29-33], the constant impulse function method of Heiser and Pratt [15, Eq. 6-88b], and the 
full CFD solution, such as that of Baurle and Eklund [34]. The empirical method of Billig leads to curves 
such as those in Figs. 7 and 8 but it suffers from the fact that several of his equations are empirical 
curvefits.  It cannot be determined over what range of conditions these curvefits are valid.  Billig assumes 
that a “pressure-area” correlation is valid, but this critical assumption has not been adequately validated by 
experiments or rigorous theory. He also assumes that the correct solution corresponds to what he denotes 
his “entropy limit”;  his analysis leads to several possible solutions and he chooses the one that predicts the 
lowest downstream pressure to be the entropy limit.  The full CFD solution of Baurle and Eklund [34] is 
attractive because it accounts for 3-D boundary layer separation and complex shock patterns, but to date 
only a small number of cases have been computed with acceptable accuracy.  What is needed is a complete 
set of curves describing the effects of varying all the governing parameters – such as heat release, area 
change, inlet Mach number, inlet stagnation temperature and pressure.   
 
                                                                             `          

 
Figure 9.  Simple Case of Pre-Combustion Shock Train With No Separation in the Combustor  

  and With Thermal Choking 
 
In the present model,  the strength of the PCST is computed using the constant impulse function 

method of Heiser and Pratt [15].   To understand why a PCST exists, first consider the simplified case 
shown in Fig. 9.  A known amount of heat is added between stations 3 and 4 that causes thermal choking at 
station 4.  Conditions at station 2 are known, based on the known bow shock and inlet shock strengths. For 
this simplified example it is assumed that there is no heat loss or frictional losses, cp is constant, and there 
is no gas dissociation.  These assumptions are relaxed later.  The Mach number at station 3 is computed 
directly from the Rayleigh line tables; T03 equals T02, and T04 is known from the given amount of heat 
addition.  T04 = T04*=T03*, so the known ratio of T03/T03* yields the Mach number M3.    The next step is to 
compute the value of p03 from the conservation of mass [9] betweens stations 2 and 3: 
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                                                    /
/

  
  /  

      (27) 
 
The ratios (A2*/A2) and (A3*/A3) are functions of the known values of M2 and M3.  For this simple 
example,  assume that the boundary layer reattaches at location 3 so that the ratio A3/A2 is unity.  The final 
step is to compute p3;  now that p03 has been calculated using Eq. 27, the values of p03 and M3 are combined 
to compute p3 and thus the PCST strength (p3/p2).  This simple example shows that as more heat is added, 
the Mach number M3 is driven to a smaller value, and this requires that the shock waves in the PCST to 
become stronger.  Thus  increasing the heat addition causes the PCST pressure ratio (p3/p2) to increase, 
which is in agreement with the empirical curves of Billig shown in Fig. 7.   
 

The constant impulse function method of Heiser and Pratt [15] is more realistic that the above 
method, since it replaces the unrealistic assumption that A3/A2 is unity with the more realistic assumption 
that the impulse function (I  = pA +  U) is constant between stations 2 and 3. Refs. 9 and 15 describe the 
momentum equation, which can be written as: 

 
I2 – I3  = viscous force on walls  = 0     (28) 
 
I2 = p2A2  +    U2      (29) 

 
   I3 = p3 (A2-A3c)  +  p3 A3c  +  U3     (30) 
  

The last equation assumes that the flow at station 3 consists of a central core region in which the gas 
velocity is U3, and the surrounding annular region is a separated flow region in which the gas velocity is 
zero.  I3 is the sum of the impulse function for the two regions.  If Eqs  28-30 are combined and is   is 
replaced with ρ2U2A2,  Ref. 15 (Eq. 6-88b) shows that the strength of the PCST is: 
 

         1 γ          
γ

γ      (31) 

 
To determine M3 in Eq. 31, the Rayleigh relation [9] is used, which is, for the case of M4 equal to unity:  
 

   
γ   γ

γ 
          (32) 

 
The Rayleigh line relation (Eq. 32) predicts that adding more heat in the ram mode (M4 =1) drives the 
Mach number M3 to a smaller value.  This in turn causes the PCST pressure ratio (p3/p2) to increase, 
according to Eq. 31.   Some results of the computation are reported in the following section.  Future efforts 
are planned to use CFD and experimental data to assess the assumption of constant impulse function and 
the two annular stream concept used to derive Eq. 30 for the separated flow in the Ram Mode.  
 

Next we consider the Early Scram mode operation that was shown in Fig. 5b. Transition from 
Ram to Early Scram mode is achieved either by increasing the flight Mach number or by reducing the 
amount of fuel added.  In the Early Scam mode, the engine is not thermally choked and there would be an 
adverse pressure gradient in the heat addition region (region 3-4) if  the boundary layer remained attached, 
since heat addition to a supersonic flow decreases the Mach number and increases pressure in the x-
direction. Experiments show that the boundary layer becomes separated and the area of the core flow varies 
such that the pressure remains constant in the x-direction. It is argued by Heiser and Pratt [15] that the 
Early Scram mode is characterized by the following boundary condition: 

 
p3  =  p4 = p4,NP       (33) 
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where (p4)NP  is the pressure that would be computed at location 4 if there was no PCST present in the 
isolator. The value of p4,NP is easily computed by marching from station 2 to 4.  Conditions at 3 are 
identical to 2 for this hypothetical case of no PCST.  The Rayleigh line is used to march from 3 to 4.   
 

It also is necessary to define when the early scram mode (the constant pressure heat addition) 
occurs.  Heiser and Pratt [15] state that experiments show that the boundary layer in the heat addition 
region is not separated during high Mach number (Late Scram) flight conditions, but as more heat is added 
(or the flight Mach number is reduced)  the supersonic boundary layer becomes separated and causes the 
pressure to be constant in the heat addition region when:     

 
M4,NP  ≤  0.76  M3,NP      (34) 

 
 

                
Figure 10.  Schematic of (a) static pressures and (b) Mach numbers for a dual-mode scramjet that is 
operated at a constant flight Mach number and at a constant altitude, but the fuel flow rate is varied. 
Boundaries of the early scram mode are identified by points A and B.  

 
 

Thus when both sides of Eq. 34 are equal, this marks the boundary between the Late Scram and the Early 
Scram modes.  M4,NP  and  M3,NP are easily determined by the same method that was used to compute p4,NP . 
Eq. 34 is not applicable to the ram mode, which always has a favorable pressure gradient where heat is 
added.  To understand Eqs. 33 and 34, consider the profiles drawn in Fig. 10.  For simplicity we consider 
the case of scramjet operating at a constant Mach number of 5 at a constant altitude.  Initially the scramjet 
is operated in the Late Scram mode (corresponding to a small amount of fuel) and more fuel is added until 
a Scram-to-Ram transition occurs.  This case is the easiest to explain because all quantities remain fixed at 
station 2, which is the entrance to the isolator, although this may not be a realistic way to operate a 
hypersonic vehicle. 
 
V.2.a)  Late Scram Mode (no PCST) corresponds to the lower grey region in Fig. 10a and the upper grey 
region in Fig. 10b.  Note that in the isolator (2-3) there is constant pressure and constant Mach number 
since there is no PCST. The flow is supersonic and is not choked. The quantity p4,NP is defined as the 
pressure at station 4 when there is no PCST in the isolator. To compute p4,NP  the following procedure is 
used. All conditions at station 3 are identical to the known conditions at station 2.  For a selected amount of 
heat addition the value of (T04 – T03) is given, so T04 is known.  The Rayleigh line tables are used to 
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compute M4, p04 and p4. The quantity p4,NP  is the value of p4 that is calculated in the manner described 
previously.  
 
V.2.b)  Early Scram Mode (weak PCST) is the central grey regions in Figs. 10a and 10b. The figure 
shows that for a very small amount of heat added, the Mach number at station 4 lies above the point marked 
“A”, and as heat is added M4 decreases until it reaches point A.  As the heat addition increases, M3 remains 
constant.  At point A, the boundary layer in between 3 and 4 separates and the heat addition process occurs 
at constant pressure.  Figure 10a shows that a PCST now must form;  note that the pressure curve that 
passes through point A is a horizontal line between stations 3 and 4, therefore p3 becomes larger than p2 
when the constant-pressure separated boundary layer occurs.  Thus a pressure rise must occur between 
stations 2 and 3.  Heiser and Pratt [15] argue that this transition to a separated boundary layer occurs at  
M4,NP  = 0.76  M3,NP, so this criterion is adopted in the present model.  Note that in Fig. 10a the point A is 
marked with the label p4 = p4,NP.  Point A is on the boundary between the Late Scram and the Early Scram 
modes, so a PCST has not yet formed.  Therefore the boundary condition: 
 

p4 = p4,NP      (35) 

must be valid at the boundary of the early scram condition.  When heat is added both of the quantities p4 
and  p4,NP must increase in a similar manner within the early scram mode.  Therefore the strength of the 
PCST in early scam mode is computed as follows.  First the quantity p4,NP is computed from the known 
amount of heat added using the method described in part (a) above. Since p4,NP  is the hypothetical pressure 
at 4 that would occur if there was no PCST, in the computation of p4,NP  it is assumed that there is no PCST.  
Then Eq. 35 is invoked, and since pressure is constant in the heat release region, p3 = p4 = p4,NP.  The 
strength of the PCST is this value of p3 divided by the known value of p2.  M3 can then be determined by 
combining the conservation of mass (Eq. 27).  As additional heat is added in the early scram mode, Fig.10 
shows that the PCST becomes stronger and longer - it starts at a location that moves upstream. The engine 
remains in the early scram mode until M4 decreases to unity, which is identified by point B in Fig. 10b.   
 
V.2.c)  Ram Mode (Strong PCST) occurs if additional heat is added after M4 has decreased to unity (point 
B in Fig. 10b). The method to compute the strength of the PCST in the ram mode using Eqs. 31 and 32 was 
described at the beginning of this section. The flow must be thermally choked at all times during ram mode 
operation since there is no physical throat between the subsonic combustor and the supersonic nozzle.  In 
the ram mode, Heiser and Pratt [15] points out that it is necessary to add only a portion of the fuel in the 
constant area section 3-4 and the rest should be added into the diverging area section 4-5 4 to avoid unstart.  
 
 Figure 11 is a summary of the Ram-To-Scram solution algorithm for the simple case of no gas 
dissociation with a constant area isolator and combustor.  The algorithm in Fig. 11 is presented for the 
simplest case in order to explain the logic for the case when only algebraic equations are required. In order 
to include gas dissociation and variable areas, the full model must be used, so the logic of Fig. 11 is applied 
and the differential equations (Eqs. 1-8) replace the Rayleigh line and constant pressure formulas.   
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Figure 11.  Logic of the Ram-to-Scram Solution Algorithm for the Simple Case of No Dissociation and 
Constant Area Inlet and Combustor (Heiser and Pratt[15]).  The proposed model uses similar logic but 
employs differential equations instead of the Rayleigh line or constant pressure formulas to account for gas 
dissociation, area change, heat loss to walls and wall friction.  
 
 

VI.  Dissociation Losses Across Shock Waves in the Inlet and Isolator 
 

The static temperature downstream of the bow shock wave usually is too low to cause appreciable 
gas dissociation, since the typical gas temperature ahead of the bow shock is 220 K and the flow turning 
angle is small (typically 6o).  However, as the engine airflow is decelerated by strong shock waves inside 
the inlet and isolator, the static temperature rises, causing gas dissociation and an effective loss of 
stagnation temperature, some of which can be recovered during recombination in the nozzle.  A subroutine 
in the engine code accounts for dissociation caused by shock waves using the method outlined in Anderson 
[16].  The method is exact; it accounts for real gas changes to the heat capacity.  It assumes that the 
chemical processes associated with N2 and O2 dissociation are so fast that chemical equilibrium is achieved 
rapidly. The subroutine handles both oblique and normal shocks;  only the latter will be described here for 
simplicity.  Anderson [16, p. 507] writes the following conservation equations across a normal shock: 

 
  ρ       ρ             (36) 
 
       ρ2        ρ         (37) 
 

Select M00, altitude, dynamic pressure, ER
Compute all properties at 2 = entrance to isolator, using oblique shock tables

First iteration:  assume no PCST
All properties at 3 (exit of isolator )= properties at 2 (entrance to isolator)

Compute (ΔT0)choke =  ΔT0 required to choke location 4  (exit of combustor)
Compute ΔT0 =  actual stagnation temperature rise caused by the operating ER 

If ΔT0  >  (ΔT0)choke ,  Engine is in Ram Mode, set M4 = 1.0, compute strength
of PCST using Eqs. 31 and 32

If ΔT0  < (ΔT0)choke ,  Engine is in Scram Mode, either Early Scram or Late Scram
Compute M4,NP =  M4 with no PCST, using Rayleigh line marching technique
Compute p4,NP =    p4 with no PCST, using Rayleigh line marching technique
Compute M3,NP =  M3 with no PCST

If  M4,NP  >  0.76 M3,NP Engine is in Late Scram Mode, there is no PCST, so
p3 = p2,  M4 = M4,NP , M3 = M3,NP

If  M4,NP < 0.76 M3,NP 
Engine is in Early Scram Mode, there is a weak PCST and constant-
pressure combustion,  p3 = p4 = p4,NP ,  so p3/p2  across PCST now known
Compute p03, M3 using cons. of mass across isolator (Eq. 27)
Compute M4 using constant pressure heat addn formulas (Heiser & Pratt)
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     /2       /2     (38) 
 
       ρ       /         (39) 

 
Real gas effects are considered by expressing the enthalpy/mass in terms of the contributions from each 
species: 

 
                     ∑              (40) 

 
The enthalpy/mass for each species is composed of its heat of formation and its sensible enthalpy:  

 
         ,       ,        (41) 
 

Heat capacity cp,i   is expressed as a polynomial function of the gas temperature using the valued in the 
CHEMKIN code, and the mass fraction is related to mole fraction by:   

 
       ∑         (42) 

 
The molecular weight of the mixture downstream of the shock is:  
 

        ∑            (43) 
 
The mole fractions (Xi) of O2, O, N2, N and NO are related to each other by the Law of Mass Action for a 
system in chemical equilibrium.  For example, for the reaction O 1/2 O2  the equilibrium constant Kp 
relates XO2 to XO in the following way:  
  

                                               ,   
/

  /       (44) 

 
Additional equilibrium relations are written to relate the mole fractions of N, N2 and NO.  Equations 28 to 
36 are solved using the algorithm suggested by Anderson [16, p. 507].  
 
 
 

VII.  Results 
 
 Figure 12 illustrates the loss in stagnation temperature associated with gas dissociation across a 
normal  shock wave.  When the compression caused by all of the inlet shock waves are added, the 
maximum possible compression is that of a single normal shock wave.  The losses plotted in Fig. 12 
represent a worst-case scenario. The altitude was set to 32 km.  Fig. 12 indicates that at Mach 15 the gas 
dissociation could cause a loss of 26% of the stagnation temperature, which is a significant loss of the total 
enthalpy available to provide thrust, if the sum of the inlet shock compression is close to the normal shock 
limit.  Fortunately a large fraction of this dissociation loss can be recovered during gas recombination in the 
exhaust nozzle.  At flight Mach numbers below 8, less than 5% of the stagnation temperature is lost by 
dissociation.  However, additional dissociation occurs across the inlet shock waves and in the combustor. 
 

The strength of the pre-combustion shock train was computed using the method described by Eqs. 
31 and 32 for several cases.  When the engine operates in the ram mode some results are shown in Fig. 13.  
The combustor entrance Mach number is 2.0 and the exit of the combustor is choked (M4 = 1).  As the heat 
addition parameter (T04/T03) is increased, the strength of the PCST is seen to increase;  this trend is similar 
to that of Billig’s empirical curves in Fig. 7.  The distance to mix the fuel to the rich flammability limit was 
computed using Eq. 23 and some results are  shown in Fig. 14.  For this example the flight Mach number 
was chosen to be 6.0 and engine equivalence ratio is 0.4.  The diameter of each fuel jet injector is 1 cm.  
The nominal air velocity UA at the injector is 1428 m/s and the resulting mixing length is 0.61 m.   Figure 
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14 indicates that if UA is increased, the mixing length increases.  Two competing effects occur;  more air is 
forced into the jet which tends to shorten the mixing distance, but the increased convection velocity forces 
the mixing region to extend farther downstream.  

  
   

              
 
Fig. 12.   Stagnation Temperature Loss Across the Bow Shock Due to Gas Dissociation, Computed From 

 Eqs. 36 - 44.   
 
 

                             
 
Figure 13.  Strength of the Pre-Combustion Shock Train Computed Using Eqs. 31 and 32, which is the  
     Constant Impulse Function Method of Heiser and Pratt [15, Eq. 6-88b]. Ramjet mode,  

    thermally choked (M4 = 1), combustor entrance Mach number = 2.0.  
 

              
 
Figure 14.  Computed distance in meters to mix hydrogen fuel with air to the rich flammability limit, where 
the autoignition kinetics would begin to react the fuel. Eq. 26 was used, with injector diameter (d) of 1 cm, 
fuel injection velocity UF = 1100 m/s (sonic), air density = 0.73 kg/m3.   
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Figure 15.  Some Results of the Model:  Eqs. 1-8 Were Solved to Compute the  Mass Fraction of H2O, H2  

and O2 in the Combustor and Nozzle Sections for the Late Scram Mode (no PCST).  Constant area 
combustor is 3 m long; the nozzle is 10 m long.  Nozzle exit area is 3.1 times the combustor area.  
Combustor inlet Mach number = 3.0, T03 = 3200 K.  Hydrogen fuel injected through 1 cm dia-
meter ports at three equivalence ratios (φ) of 0.2, 0.4, 0.6.  Note that recombination continues into 
the nozzle (3m < x < 13m).   Chemical kinetic mechanism is that of Zambon and Chelliah [14].   

 
 

Figure 15 shows some results of the model.   The geometry is that of a constant area combustor 
that  is 3 m long, followed by a nozzle that is 10 m long.  The nozzle exit area is 3.1 times the combustor 
area.  The combustor inlet Mach number is 3.0 and T03 is 3200 K.  Three different equivalence ratios were 
chosen to be 0.2, 0.4, 0.6.  Fig. 15 displays the computed mass fractions of H2O, H2 and O2.  The H2O mass 
fraction rises rapidly at x=0 where the hydrogen is injected.  The rate of rise of H2O depends on both the 
fuel-air mixing rate and the chemical kinetics. There is a flat region to the H2O curves because it is believed 
that the fuel has been fully consumed.  Later in the nozzle (3m < x < 13m)  it is noted that H2O rises again, 
due to the recombination of OH and H to H2O.  For all three equivalence ratios the mixing distances (Lm) 
were set to be equal, by adjusting the stagnation pressure of the fuel.   

 
In Fig. 16 the profiles of Mach number indicate that the flow remains supersonic everywhere.  For 

the largest equivalence ratio considered (0.4) the heat additions drives the Mach number down to 1.4.   the 
static temperature rises to as large as 3000K, but this is considerably less than (and more realistic than) 
what would be computed if real gas effects and dissociation were neglected.   Note that the stagnation 
temperature profile in Fig. 16 indicates that significant rise in T0 occurs in the nozzle. Since there was no T0 
rise in the region from 2 to 3 m, it is concluded that all of the fuel was consumed in the combustor and the 
T0 rise in the nozzle is entirely due to recombination reactions.  Detailed plots such as Figs. 15 and 16 are 
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useful to engine designers for a number of reasons.  If the static pressure in the combustor becomes too 
low, the rate of chemical kinetics will drop rapidly and the reaction can extinguish.  If a slower burning fuel 
such as ethylene or methane is used, the chemical reaction rate also may be insufficient.  The above results 
correspond to the late scram mode.  Analysis of the ram mode and the early scram mode will be reported in 
a future paper.    

 
 

 
 
 
Figure 16. Some Results of the Model:  Computed Mach Number,  Pressure, Velocity, Density, Static 
Temperature and Stagnation Temperature in the Combustor and Nozzle Sections.  Constant area combustor 
is 3 m long; the nozzle is 10 m long.  Nozzle exit area is 3.1 times the combustor area.  Combustor inlet 
Mach number = 3.0, T03 = 3200 K.  Hydrogen fuel injected through 1 cm diameter ports at three 
equivalence ratios of 0.2, 0.4, 0.6.   
 
 

VIII. Conclusions 
 

 It was demonstrated that a new scamjet engine model could be developed that is of higher fidelity 
than previous models that have been used to support hypersonic vehicle flight dynamics and control system 
analysis.   The methodology and the governing equations are described.  Methods to handle the ram-scarm 
transition, the pre-combustion shock train, the fuel-air mixing, and the dissociation/recombination chemical 
reactions are discussed.  While only a few preliminary results are presented, these results show that 
significant increases in the stagnation temperature occur in the nozzle due to the recombination reactions.  
The mixing distance (required to mix fuel and air to the rich flammability limit) increases with the air 
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velocity and is in the realistic range of 0.5 to 0.8 meters for the design conditions selected.   The computed 
pressure ratio across the pre-combustion shock train varies from 3.0 to 5.5 for the design conditions chosen.  
For an engine inlet Mach number of 3.0, the pressure rise due to combustion increases proportionally to the 
engine equivalence ratio.   The largest pressure ratio across the combustor was computed to be 4.0 for an 
engine equivalence ratio of 0.6.  The work also identifies several aspects of the model that require further 
research. The mixing properties of a fuel jet in a subsonic cross flow are well documented, but the effects 
of a supersonic flow on the scalar mixing field require more careful analysis.  The constant impulse 
function method to compute the strength of the pre-combustion shock train may require improvement.  As 
CFD results become available, these results will make it possible to assess each of the components of the 
scramjet engine model in more detail. 
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